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In Order >>>>> Creation
Arrangement >>Degree
Play>>>>>>>>>Right
Entertainment>>Feeling
Intention>>>>>>Beginning
Nothing>>>>>>>Oppurtunity
Cosmic Joke >>Discourse
To the Stars>>>Universe

Intent <<<<Choice>>>>>Accord
\ / >>>>> \ /
<<<<<< \ /
Cause >Judgement <<<<Effect
=
Never Is : Always Me
Sensation = / = Reason
This is
= This is not
Nature is a unchanging Pattern creating nothing as resonant Frequency. Thus, Nature is of
Earth as Heaven is as is. As Manifestation is Eternal, so such is manifestation the cause and
eternity the cause. This leads to see the nothing less than this is a story no further.

Generation #1

1. Goodness is the origin of Creation. All things good, all things bad, were created by God’s
own Hand.

2. Nothing is at rest. It moves in an irregular and certain pattern. It moves in a disorderly or
orderly fashion. As one-thing is not “better” than two-things; it moves to the next, hence a
transition to Order.

3. Intelligence is nothing less than a soul. For how could mind be no in the soul? This is the
soul in the Body. Thus as Body, God can frame the Whole.

4. Nature is God imbued through the Bodies’ origin, as language is the Word in flesh, as
the beginning was the Word thus a Grace of Goodness from the Father is the living
consciousness within the intelligence of our soul as body.

Generation #2

1. Each degree of form exists as a Whole, for is existing as a part, it is imperfect and thus
not good or beautiful. For all things exist through God and as each Soul is a portion in
degree, so such all densities have intelligible design. Shown by the acceptance of the
World to our Human Nature.

2. To a soul within itself, the living Word is the existence of God. For not seeing goodness
quantify a quality of God? It is obvious that a kindred spirit is benevolence.
3. Are there only one soul or infinite? For a design and blueprint creates an impulse to
action, organization and reason. It must thus be all Words in accordance to an original
origin.
4. The other in Origin is another part or a Whole without the Whole as a part. It is not the
Body and face that is the part, yet is the soul within itself.

5. The origin of Nature is good thus all is Heaven above and Earth below.

Generation #3

1. Time is the original condition of the visible World. As light is a degree of fire, so such
there is no “solid-liquid-flux” without it’s heat. As solid earth would not have Solidity if no
solid was without Earth.

a. Fire + Water / Air = Earth
b. A + B / D = C
c. First + Last / Middle = Mean

2. Heaven ( Air ) = Unconscious ( Water ) / Space Time ( Fire ) = Body ( Earth )

3. Earth is Order in proportion to Matter. As Harmony is in Friendship with its enemies,
thus both are the equilibrium of each other.

Generation #4

1. Fire + Water = Air + Earth
Fire + Water - Earth = Air
Fire + water - Earth - Air = 0

Fire + Water = Air + Earth
Fire + Water - Air = Earth
Fire + water - Air - Earth = 0

All Nature should be one part. No passing parts without the emergence of another
World.
Therefore, Earth and Air must exist Due to Fire and Flame. Existence is either Free of
Disease or Changed by dis-ease.

2. Fire is Hot / Water is Cold. Without equilibrium the interchange through species,
leading to friction and viscosity. As is the element of decomposition (dust ). When there is no
equilibrium, thus space for Air develops. For permeable diseases and the precipitate collapse,
and the element of Fire and Water is the Factor of Ash.

3. The Whole is Eternal and not subject to disease, as each part creates itself within
itself. As the Whole is the Whole Picture, it is liable to extend itself for some-time.

4. As the WHole fragments from fission, so does disease corrupts the goodness of the
Whole.

Generation #5

1. There is nothing beside the Whole. The being what is the creator. As a glove is
perceived such did motion give way to Seven Layers that created friction among the
discord of equilibrium.

2. The change of mind, led a soul within itself to emerge is the Four Elements as One; a
Purusha.
1 = Infinite
4=1
A+B+C+D = Infinite
4 Elements = Purusha
It was uniform motion to impulse created inertia for the First Sphere to the Fourth.
3. As inertia allows movement A > B > C > D each element formed the connection of a
perfected body. For to be a body, God had to give reason to be a body. Allowing a finished
being of perfect body, created out of perfect bodies.

4 The centre is the Soul, within itself Oversoul, within projected without, a perfect
environment of Goodness; corrupt by disease.
5.Thus the movement of spheres created the friction and dust that reinforces each
moment in time.

6. As a soul within itself, it can converse needing no interaction or connection.

Generation #6

1. The soul and the body emerge as the first reflection of the mind. Out of the indestructible
and eternal came the divisible bodies. The third element as mind emerged “intermediate
as essence”.
2. The mind is placed between, as the essence is placed as the body and soul. It is
divisible, indivisible and material.
3. The body and soul, the essence and mind created One form. Moving both to and from
itself to itself.
4.

3=1
3-1=0
2=0
Or
-1 = -3

Thus a reverse reaction is compressed within itself.
This is a splice and unmanifest pure potential into form.
5.

1 / 2 ( 2)
1/4
(¼) / 2 = ⅛
(⅛) x (¼) = 32
The fragments create 32 proportions.
32 / 8 = 4
(¼) x (½) = 8
8 * 4 = 32 Outer realms.
(⅛) / (⅓) = 24
There are 24 Hours in the Sun’s Orbit.
(¼) / 27 = 108

108 Days
24 Hours

First Inner (¼) , (⅛), 8, 108
Second Outer (¼), 3, 9, 96, 288
All in proportion to the first and second.
4.5 Months per Season
With 18 months per 108 cycles of Outer Realms
4 Elements each with .5 Remainder
6 Inner realms of elements

1 Outer realm outside the inner
Rotate axis from the inner to outer
4 elements with one added element of Purusha from the remainders and offset conditions.

Generation #7

1. Will is creation in purpose. This purpose is to exist and will together the
interconnectedness of centers.
2. A soul is a body extending from the center, to the circle without circumference: Heaven.
This is the external mirror we see reflected as light.
3. Light is never ceasing and exists through all time. The external world is visible as
Heaven, as the inner center is invisible.
4. Light is composed as reason and harmony. Matter / Antimatter (Disorder / Order) Each
of these composed it’s own intelligence within itself.
5. The revolutions and cycles endure as Intelligence, Reason and Harmony are all as three
things as One. Three Rays as One Ray of Light.
6. The return from itself to itself compose a new degree of order and thus nothingness
composes a new “thing” to be composed in existence.
7. Each Generation is in reason in order to bring equal truth. Yet as discord creates
confusion, so such does lie an equal truth.

Generation #8

1. Movement and life allowed creation to be in principle of animation. This Image would be
eternal until the Image is perfect as Goodness.
2. The Universe is Eternal, and is everlasting upon ideal; Nature, and the Heavens were
set according to number. Eternity is what exists in order to bring harmony. The image
that exists is animate frames of time.
3. There was no days or nights in before the Heavens were created, as thus it had no-time.
4. As heaven was produced in accordance with existence, it became time and past/future
animations where a species of time.
5. Our unconsciousness is without time, and is as deep as the ocean. For what is within the
soul is unconscious and what “is” is only attributed “to him”. As this “ was” and “will be”
are both species of time.
6. These things move the sensible time and allow existence to neither be here nor there.
7. Eternity exists as a time in number. Time is a cause as movement in Generations. The
unbecoming is non-existence and exists in no-time.

Generation # 9

1. Time only exists when there is movement from nothing to something, in as “in order to”
bring time.
2. Time and Order both exist now in the same time. As they both “became thus” so such is
dissolution occurred, both time and order would dissolve and a subsequent species or
disorder and chaos would inherently emerge.
3. Sun + Stars + 5 Planets
4. Time is elliptical time creating by interference of intelligence to allow time to create time
and cycles.
5. Seven Stars as teh with the Sun and Five Planets.

Right rotation>>>
>>>>>>>
Sun (Heavens)

Earth - Moon

<<<< Left rotation
<<<<<<
Morning Star (hermes)

6.The emergence of Lucifer and God was to assign places to the Seven stars and allow
reason to give intelligence to them. This emerged as a “secondary matter”.

7. As primary matter it is more perfect and refined as in “this time”.

Generation #10

1. When all motion due to time and numbers emerged uniformed, they emerged as a
secondary state of the primary. This thus will become a creature.

2. Chained by time and enslaved to their task, each contract is. This allowed for the
diagonal movement of the universe.
Order >>>>>>> Slower Body
^^^^^^Body
Motion is Spiral
^^^^^^Body
Disorder>>>>>> Faster Body
3. Each orbit moves at its own rate, as motion exists in an osmosis relation. As time can
be fast or slow, so such do the orbits create friction around each body.

4. The faster overtake the slower (selective time).

5. As it cycles until eternal infinite time, so does matter emerge visible to it’s relative
sphere.

6. As light is to be fire, so suchness lite all things up and would participate in the
numbers of eternity. As each things creates a revolution.

7. Month > Moon’s Orbit
Year - Sun’s Orbit
Stars - Constellations

Measure other stars to see relative year

Generation # 11

1. Birth is a condition emerging with time. Birth requires an existence of an original copy,
yet the advancement in a secondary copy. This birth would not be comprehended until
understanding within itself. For without this, within wouldn’t unlike itself.
2. Patterns of Nature repeat this, what continues or remains is the next system. Numbers
pattern from Heaven on Earth allowing each species to evolve due to its uniform motion.
3. Four Elements of Orgin species
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)

Heavenly Race
Gods
Image Circle
Greater part fire
Brightest Greatness
Telepathy (thought between gods)
Controlled relative to itself
No 5 motion affects them
Cosmos eternal
Stars are the revolution
in animal relation to number

- Watery species
a) Ocean
b) Interior Heaven (unconscious)

Birds - Air
a) Air Specie; Flight

-Land Creatures
a) creatures of Earth
b) Earth extends clinging to
its own axis, which, extends
through the Universe (night /
day chained)

4. Forward / Reverse time creates rifts of Fear(terror) and Love(goodness) . ALl fear is an
attempt to know the eternity of the cosmos.Creatures are infinite display.

Generation #12
1. Origin of Supernatural is beyond us.
2. A copy is as before. Thus what is before must be held after.
3. How would ancestors not know ancestors when within the genus they are?
4. For what is of One family is always passed through the children of the next.

5. According to this generation, no myth is without story, as genealogy is set forth
communication.
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